
Week 4
We're already at week 4! We have been working extraordinary hard this week to
stay on top of our schedule! TALON 540 has been ahead of the game in
comparison to previous years, and we have made huge additions to both the
prototype and competition bot: we hope all our hard efforts will pay off!
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Our Outreach team has been working hard to organize our future outreach
events. This past Wednesday, they have been unpacking the trailer for our STEM
Night at Pinchbeck Elementary School on Thursday. This event went incredibly
well and they filled out a decomposition form to reflect on future events. In
addition, they have also been working on the new driver’s station to use during
STEM nights, and potentially the drive team!

Subgroup News
The Mechanical
Corner
The Mechanical subgroups have
been grinding hard on the bot! As
we do every year, we create a
prototype robot and a competition
robot. They have been working on
our elevator system and ensured
that it functions properly! Additionally, they have made a new design for the
hatch intake mechanism! This past week, the Mechanical subgroup worked on
finalizing the cargo intake mechanism for the prototype and competition bots. In
regards to the elevator-list mechanism, they have been working with back bracing
and mounting on the system. Finally, Mechanical has been prototyping ways to
climb to level 2 of the HAB zone.



The CAD Cove
This week CAD created a full prototype of the
finalized robot including the intake and elevator.
CAD continued to help Mechanical create a
functional hatch intake and a functional elevator.

This allowed us to finish our prototype robot and use it for drive practice and
testing drive code!

The Electrical Crew
Our Electrical subgroup have
finally got the lengths of the E-
board so they were able to work on
the E-board for the prototype and
competition bot simultaneously.
They have successfully completed
the peg board and are still
tweaking the lexan one. Our
Electrical Crew has made huge progress this week and looks forward to attaching
the E-board to the robot!

The Programming
Party
The Programming Party has been
working this week and has made huge
progress. They have been working on
the the scouting database which will
later be used during competition
season. Additionally, they worked on

the robot function by starting to develop macro-programming. Additionally, they
tested all the sensors to ensure their functionality. To perfect the computer vision
aspect, Programming has been developing the angle detection script. As an
additional project, Programming members have also been working on the virtual
reality.

The Strategy Hub
The Strategy subgroup is currently
working on drive team testing in
order to finalize our drive team for
the upcoming competition season.
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By testing the potential candidates
through multiple examinations,
they will narrow down their team
to five people. Some members
were working on drive testing and
some members are working on
documentation for our scouting
methods.We have a driver,
captain, button man, and a human
player on our drive team, all of whom work together to succesfully pilot the robot
on the game field!

Fundraising
Financial
For this past week, Financial has been working extra hard on maintaining our
finances. They have done a great deal of inventory to keep record of all our
materials. Additionally, they have been updating our current sponsor packet and
our sponsor video to present to our sponsors. They have also been organising a
new sponsor spirit night with Chipotle! We know their hard efforts will pay off! We
also gained 3 new sponsors along with our complete bill of materials.
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